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Instructions regarding Counter signatUres on the experience
certificates for the post of PGTs.

For the direct recruitment and other purposes, the experience
certificate in respect of teachers who are working in Govt./Aided/Private schools is
required to be issued, countersigned by the Directorate in the spirit of the
recruitment rules. In this connection the following points may be seen :
1. Many candidates who want their experience certificates countersigned by
the Directorate are moving from to pillar to post as their experience
certificates are not being countersigned timely. In this matter, it has been
seen that the DEO/BEO offices are not attending such cases with the due
sensitivity and promptness even when the candidates are running short of
time to produce certificates before commissions and other authorities. The
DEO/BEO offices, on one account or other, are denying to countersign.
The authorities below the rank of Director, if they have any objection, are
required to mention that fact and forward the experience certificates to the
Directorate so that the final decision can be taken. But the DEO/BEO
offices are taking final decision at their own level when they choose to refuse
to sign and forward the experience certificate to the Directorate. Any
complaint of delay shall be taken to be a harassment for vested interests
2. Some DEO/BEO offices are refusing to sign the experience certcates in
respect of those schools which are not affiliated to Board of School
Education even when such schools are recognised by department of school
Education, Haryana. Not only this, some BEOs are, at the same time,
countersigning the experience certificates of such Non-BOSE schools it
clearly implies that the field authorities are misusing or wrongly interpreting
their discretions. So, the DEO/BEOs are instructed that any school which
has been recognised by the department of school education Haryana is
supposed to be supervised by education authorities of Haryana. The refusal
of signing such experience certificates on the pretext of these schools being
Non-BOSE schools is completely misplaced. Therefore, the DEO/BEO are
instructed to attend to the experience certificates of these schools in the
same manners as that of other similarly situated schools.
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